VOLTAIRE JR

collection: .exnovo
design: Gio Tirotto & Stefano Rigolli
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HIGH JR TABLE

JR TABLE

code
E12 · Jr Table
E15 · High Jr Table
category
lamps
type
table
materials (shade \ structure)
laser sintered polyamide \
anodized aluminium
colours (shade \ structure)
white \ black

TABLE

Jr Table
maximum dim. Ø7,6x29 cm
shade dim. Ø7,6x27,5 cm
weight 0,9 Kg
High Jr Table
maximum dim. Ø7,6x39 cm
shade dim. Ø7,6x37,5 cm
weight 1,0 Kg
electrical components
2 poles black tissue cable
light source
LED Citizen, 3,1 Watt, 9 Volt
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HOW IT’S MADE
This product is produced by
the 3D Printing technology:
it’s a 3D electronic file transformed into a solid part. Due
to the manufacturing method, none of the products are
the same: it’s impossible to realize the .exnovo monolithic
objects using the traditional
technologies.
This digital sculpture is unique with its essential characteristics and very close to a
work of art. Treat it carefully!

HOW TO USE
Only indoor use
The plastic parts are sensitive
to ultraviolet rays and turn to
pale yellow as time goes by:
for this reason, we suggest to
avoid direct exposure to sunshine.
Shade cleaning
The shade can be cleaned with
water and soap or can be put
in the dishwasher.
Disposal
The shade is completely recyclable. The components
have to be divided and disposed of using the separate refuse
collection, to avoid environmental damages.

The intellectual class of enlightenment is our favourite, and even today it
still seems to be the only solution. As in the definition of Enlightenment,
the light of reason is the “content” needed to emerge from religious
obscurantism, so in the bottle, the “light contained” is the only possible
reading of the object. Table lamp or freestanding lamp, in five variations
of design and size, VOLTAIRE is capable of illuminating both writing
and reading, softening its intensity and temperature so as to create a
warm light full of atmosphere.
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